
Test 1: Compsci 100

Owen Astrachan

October 6, 2011

Name:

NetID/Login:

Honor code acknowledgment (signature)

value grade
Problem 1 9 pts.

Problem 2 21 pts.

Problem 3 12 pts.

Problem 4 18 pts.

Problem 5 15 pts.

TOTAL: 75 pts.

This test has 13 pages, be sure your test has them all. Do NOT spend too much time on one question —
remember that this class lasts 75 minutes.
In writing code you do not need to worry about specifying the proper import statements. Don’t worry
about getting function or method names exactly right. Assume that all libraries and packages we’ve discussed
are imported in any code you write.
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PROBLEM 1 : (LMNop (9 points))

For each of the methods below indicate the running time of the method in terms of the parameter n (you
can use O-notation or just provide an expression in terms of n.)
Justify your answer for each or you will not receive credit.
Part A (3 points)
Running time of call foo(n) is:

public double foo(int n){
double sum = 1.0;
for(int k=0; k < n; k++){

sum += Math.pow(sum,k);
}
for(int k=0; k < n/2; k++){

sum += 1;
}
return sum;

}

Running time of call bar(n) is:
Part B (3 points)

public int bar(int n){
int sum = 0;
for(int j=0; j < n; j += 1){

for(int k=j; k >= 0; k -= 1){
sum += n;

}
}
return sum;

}

Running time of call frazz(n) is:
Part B (3 points)

public int frazz(int n){
int p = 0;
while (p*p < n*n){

p += 1;
}
return p;

}
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PROBLEM 2 : (Biped, Bimodal (21 points))

The method modal below correctly returns the string that is the mode of its parameter list, that is the string
that occurs maximally often in list. (If there are ties for maximally often one such maximally occurring
string is returned.) Questions follow the code.

public String modal(String[] list) {
String smax = "";
for(String s : list) {

int sf = Collections.frequency(Arrays.asList(list), s);
int max = Collections.frequency(Arrays.asList(list), smax);
if (sf > max) smax = s;

}
return smax;

}

Part A (9 points)
Three students are analyzing the runtime of the code above in terms of N , the number of elements in
parameter list.

• A student named Chris says that the code is O(N) because the for-loop executes N times, so the
runtime is O(N).

• A student named Pat says that the code is O(N2) because while it’s true that the for-loop executes N
times, the code inside the loop is O(N) so that the total runtime is N !N which is O(N2).

• A student named Leslie says that the code is O(N3) because while it’s true that the for-loop executes
N times, there are two statements inside the loop that are each O(N), so that the total runtime is
N !N !N which is O(N3).

Only one student can be right. Explain three things: which answer is right, and why. Also explain why the
other two answers are each wrong.
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Part B (6 points)
A student named Gerry claims that regardless of what the runtime analysis shows for the code above it
would be much faster if written using a HashMap<String, Integer> that keeps track of the number of times
each String in parameter list occurs.
The complete code for a method using a HashMap is on the next page. Gerry uses the code below to return
the modal element after storing the correct count in the map for how many time each string in list occurs,
e.g., so that map(key) is the value of how many times key occurs in list. This code works correctly.

int max = Collections.max(map.values()); \\ 1
for(String s : map.keySet()) { \\ 2

if (map.get(s) == max) return s; \\ 3
}

Explain in words each of the three lines in the code above that are labeled in terms of what the line does
and how it helps in returning the correct modal value (the string that occurs most in list).
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Part C (4 points))
Complete the function by filling in the missing code so that it works correctly using the variable map.

String modal(String[] list) {

HashMap<String,Integer> map = new HashMap<String,Integer>();

// add code here to fill map

int max = Collections.max(map.values());
for(String s : map.keySet()) {

if (map.get(s) == max) return s;
}
return "";

}

Part D (2 points)
The statement return "" as the last line in the code above is necessary. If it is removed, for example,
Eclipse will put a red-X on the method signature for modal with the explanation “this method must return
a result of type String”.
Explain why the return statement above is never actually executed but why Eclipse and the Java compiler
generate the error message so that the return statement is needed.
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PROBLEM 3 : (Isomer (12 points))

The IsomorphicWords APT text is attached at the end of this test. An all-green solution is given below.
Questions about the code follow.

public class IsomorphicWords {

private String canonical(String s){
char[] map = new char[256];
String ret = "";
char current = ’a’;
for(char ch : s.toCharArray()){

if (map[ch] == 0){
map[ch] = current;
current += 1;

}
ret += map[ch];

}
return ret;

}

public int countPairs(String[] words) {

ArrayList<String> canon = new ArrayList<String>();
for(String s : words){

canon.add(canonical(s));
}
int result = 0;
for(int k=0; k < canon.size(); k += 1){

for(int j=k+1; j < canon.size(); j += 1){
if (canon.get(j).equals(canon.get(k))){

result += 1;
}

}
}
return result;

}
}

The method canonical creates a standard or canonical form of a String. The first character of the string re-
turned will always be ’a’. All occurrences of that first character in parameter s are replaced/correspond
with the letter ’a’ in the standard form returned. As an example, both canonical("peep") and
canonical("otto") evaluate to the same form (the same string is returned): "abba". The value of
canonical("fruit") is "abcde" and the value of canonical("lemon") is also "abcde".
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Part A (4 points)
Describe in words and at a high level how the method/solution work. Be brief but thorough. Be sure to
describe the purpose of the helper method canonical and the nested loop. Do not explain how the method
canonical works, just its purpose.

Part B (4 points)
Explain whether the if statement in the nested loop can be replaced by the code below and still be all-green.
Justify your answer.

if (canon.get(j).compareTo(canon.get(k)) == 0) {
result += 1;

}

Part C (4 point)
Explain how the array named map in the helper method canonical functions like a map (e.g., with keys and
values). Reference the code and describe:

• A line in canonical is equivalent to a call of map.containsKey and why.

• A line corresponds to a call of map.put and why

• A line corresponds to a call of map.get and why
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PROBLEM 4 : (Reasoning About Lists (18 points))

The method duplicate in the code shown below changes parameter list so that it’s doubled in place – for
example, the list

("ape", "bat", "cat", "dog")

is changed to the list below as a result of the call duplicate(list).

("ape", "ape", "bat", "bat", "cat", "cat", "dog", "dog")

In this problem, the method duplicate is called with both an ArrayList and a LinkedList as parameters
– the times for duplicating the di!erent lists are shown tabularly and graphically below the code where the
size of the list varies from 10,000 to 150,000 strings. The graphic is only for the ArrayList call to duplicate
since the LinkedList timings are too small in comparison.

public List<String> duplicate(List<String> list){
ListIterator<String> iter = list.listIterator();
while (iter.hasNext()){

String s = iter.next();
iter.add(s);

}
return list;

}
// code to call duplicate
for(int sz = 10000; sz <= 150000; sz += 10000){

ArrayList<String> alist = createArrayList(sz);
LinkedList<String> llist = createLinkedList(sz);
// timing code not shown
alist = duplicate(alist);
llist = duplicate(llist);
// print timings

}

size (103) link array
10 0.001 0.056
20 0.001 0.168
30 0.002 0.381
40 0.002 0.681
50 0.003 1.063
60 0.003 1.567
70 0.005 2.129
80 0.005 2.780
90 0.006 3.509

100 0.007 4.458
110 0.008 5.33
120 0.009 6.408
130 0.010 7.467
140 0.010 8.401
150 0.010 9.654
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Part A (4 points)
Using the same code on the same computer how much time will it take to duplicate both an ArrayList and
a LinkedList list with 1,000,000 (one million) values. Justify your answers (your answer will be considered
approximate, we’re looking for close enough.) Don’t rely on the coe"cients of the quadratic shown, use
reasoning based on the empirical timings.

Part B (4 points)
Using big-Oh, what is the complexity of duplicating both an N-element ArrayList and LinkedList using
the code above. Justify your two answers empirically, by making explicit references to the timings.

Part C (4 points)
We haven’t discussed ListIterator in class, but the code runs quickly for LinkedList because new elements
are added to the list, in place, as the iteration over the list takes place. Based on the code and your
understanding what is the runtime of the single statement iter.add(s) in the code above is for both
LinkedList and ArrayList lists, justify your answer.

(continued)
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Part E (6 points)
The code below is an alternate version of the duplicate code above. This code correctly modifies list so
that it is doubled-in-place — its behavior is exactly the same as the code that uses the ListIterator, but
the timings are di!erent.

public void duplicate2(List<String> list){

int originalSize = list.size();
list.addAll(list);

for(int k=originalSize-1; k >= 0; k -= 1){
String current = list.get(k);
list.set(2*k, current);
list.set(2*k+1,current);

}
}

Explain why the for loop runs down to zero rather than up from zero (which would not work).

Provide a justification for why this code runs very quickly for ArrayList parameters and very slowly for
LinkedList parameters. On the same computer on which the first timings were made, the LinkedList
duplication takes 2.28 secionds for 20,000 strings and 18.7 for 40,000 strings whereas the ArrayList timings
are all below 0.01 seconds.
Explain the timings by providing a reason for them based on the code and your understanding of how the
classes LinkedList and ArrayList are implemented.
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PROBLEM 5 : (Cookie’s Fortune (15 points))

For a Physics class with lab sections the professor uses a program that keeps attendance for each student.
The information is stored in a map with the student name as the key and an array of labs that student has
attended. These labs ae stored as strings, e.g., the information below conveys the general idea of what’s
stored in the map
key/name labs attended
"Chris" ["lab1", "lab2", "lab4", "lab6"]
"Pat" ["lab1", "lab2", "lab3", "lab4"]
"Leslie" ["lab1", "lab3", "lab5"]
"Gerry" ["lab1", "lab2", "lab3", "lab4", "lab6"]

The information is stored in a Java program with the type HashMap<String,String[]>. You should write a
method that creates and returns a new map in which the key is a lab section, e.g., “lab1”, “lab3”, “lab5”, and
the value associated with each key is an array of those students who attended that lab. For the information
shown above all students attended lab1, but only three attended lab4. So part of the returned map is
diagrammed below.
key/lab students in lab
"lab1" ["Chris", "Pat", "Leslie", "Gerry"]
"lab2" ["Chris", "Pat", "Gerry"]
"lab3" ["Pat", "Leslie", "Gerry"]
"lab4" ["Chris", "Pat", "Gerry"]
"lab5" ["Leslie"]
"lab6" ["Chris", "Gerry"]

You will write the method makeLabList that takes a map described in the first table above (where keys are
student names) and returns a map in the second table (where keys are lab sections). First you’ll answer
some questions about the method.

/**
* Returns a map that uses each string appearing in some value of the map
* (representing lab sections) as keys with corresponding values
* being an array of students who attended that lab
*/

public Map<String,String[]> makeLabList(Map<String,String[]> info) {

Part A (3 points)
Why does the parameter info have type Map<String,String[]> instead of HashMap<String,String[]> or
TreeMap<String,String[]>.
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Part B (4 points)
Writing the code that maps lab-sections to the students who attended the lab section requires using a
structure like an ArrayList rather than an array to store the names of the students in a specific lab section
as the the code executes by looping over the map referenced by parameter info. Briefly, why will the map
used in the method be defined as

Map<String, ArrayList<String>> rev = new HashMap<String, ArrayList<String>>();

rather than as

Map<String, String[]> rev = new HashMap<String, String[]>();

Please refer to the code on the next page to help understand the variable rev and how it is used.
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Part C (8 points)
Complete makeLabList below.

public Map<String,String[]> reverse(Map<String,String[]> map) {

Map<String, ArrayList<String>> rev = new HashMap<String, ArrayList<String>>();
// add code here

Map<String,String[]> ret = new HashMap<String,String[]>();
for(String key : rev.keySet()) {

ret.put(key, rev.get(key).toArray(new String[0]));
}
return ret;

}
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Class

   public class IsomorphicWords {
      public int countPairs(String[] words) {
         // fill in code here
      }
   }

Isomorphic Words

Problem Statement

Two words are called

isomorphic if the letters in one

word can be remapped to get

the second word. Remapping a

letter means replacing all

occurrences of it with another

letter. The ordering of the letters

remains unchanged. No two

letters may map to the same letter, but a letter may map to itself.

For example, the words "abca" and "zbxz" are isomorphic because we can map 'a' to 'z',

'b' to 'b' and 'c' to 'x'.

Given a String[] words, return how many (unordered) pairs of words are

isomorphic.

Constraints

words will contain between 2 and 50 elements, inclusive.

Each element of words will contain between 1 and 50 lowercase letters ('a'-'z'),

inclusive.

All elements of words will have the same length.

There will be no duplicates in words.

Examples

1. 
{"abca", "zbxz", "opqr"}

Returns: 1



Returns: 1

"abca" and "zbxz" are isomorphic, but none of the two is isomorphic with "opqr".

2. 
{"aa", "ab", "bb", "cc", "cd"}

Returns: 4

The four isomorphic pairs are {"aa", "bb"}, {"aa", "cc"}, {"bb", "cc"} and {"ab",

"cd"}.

3. 
{ "cacccdaabc", "cdcccaddbc", "dcdddbccad", "bdbbbaddcb",

  "bdbcadbbdc", "abaadcbbda", "babcdabbac", "cacdbaccad",

  "dcddabccad", "cacccbaadb", "bbcdcbcbdd", "bcbadcbbca" }

Returns: 13

This problem statement is the exclusive and proprietary property of TopCoder, Inc. Any unauthorized use or

reproduction of this information without the prior written consent of TopCoder, Inc. is strictly prohibited.

(c)2008, TopCoder, Inc. All rights reserved.


